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ABSTRACT
For years, CAD systems have assisted many design tasks. These systems help to capture and control
information in the final stages, when the product has a defined form and function. In spite of the
advances that have been made, knowledge in the preliminary stages is still an incipient issue for
engineering design researchers. For this reason, functional representation remains a challenge that has
still to be solved.
Many of the synthesis models that are currently available perform cycles of exploration, generation
and evaluation, but they do not allow for designer intervention [1]. Yet, the most recent models
consider that designer interaction during synthesis is essential to achieve better results [2-5].
From the point of view of knowledge representation, few models are capable of capturing/representing
such a wide range of information as that used during a real synthesis process. Most of the models that
have been studied restrict their representation to the mechanical design area and most of them
synthesize concepts by means of specific reasoning methods (e.g. input-output relation, cause-effect
relation, bond-graph, function-means tree, etc.).
In this work we took an analysis of function and behaviour representation of the most significant
synthesis models as the basis for some potential improvements. The aim of the present work is
therefore to define a representation scheme which considers these improvements and seeks to
accomplish the following goals: facilitate the intervention of designers during synthesis cycles and
return to higher levels of abstraction in the design process in order to generate alternatives.
This research work introduces a knowledge representation and reasoning scheme to support the design
process in the early stages of design; this will in turn facilitate the interaction of the designer during
synthesis and the representation of a wide range of knowledge within different knowledge domains.
Keywords: function and behaviour representation, support conceptual design, functional reasoning
1
INTRODUCTION
The design of engineering products is one of the most important contributions to wealth generation in
industrial nations and a strategic aspiration of many developing economies. It is therefore not
surprising that a great deal of scientific research is currently being conducted in order to understand,
optimise and support the processes and activities involved in the design and production of engineering
products [6].
It is accepted that the design activity can be divided into four phases: clarification of the task,
conceptual design, embodiment design and detail design. The aim of the conceptual design phase is to
devise the concept of the artefact. By the end of this phase, the designer should have a clear, but not
necessarily complete, conception of the basic structure, working principles and constituent elements,
and a layout for the artefact. This phase is thus crucial to define new, creative products.
CAD systems were introduced into the area of engineering design in order to automate some routine
tasks. Management of requirements, functional modelling or combination of working principles is
supported only by certain tools, which are designed mainly for individual use and to deal with specific
problems. Although a number of computer-based conceptual design systems have been proposed,
nearly all of them are focused on a specific type of design problem. Most of these tools use the
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principles of artificial intelligence to automate the generation of design solutions, thus ruling out the
creative intervention of the user. The theoretical and practical challenges of specifying and creating
computer programs for generic conceptual design is therefore still a relatively unexplored issue [7].
The knowledge managed by these tools hardly takes the creative intervention of the user into account,
and for this reason this article contributes to knowledge representation for conceptual design activities.
With this idea in mind, we present a reasoning scheme and its knowledge representation framework
that enable us to obtain a more flexible model of synthesis.
1.1 Function-Behaviour-Structure model
Since 1990, the Function-Behaviour-Structure (FBS) approach has represented a common language
with which to analyse and compare knowledge representation models. In this line of thinking, function
represents the functions performed by the design, structure represents the states or physical elements,
and behaviour connects the two levels. Gero defends that structure expresses the internal and external
states of a physical element [8] and Umeda holds that this level represents the elements of an artefact
and relationships among them [9]. As a complement for this comparison, other authors maintain that
functions can also present one focus on the designer’s intention and another focus on the operation of
the system [10-14].
1.2 Related works
To analyse and describe the most significant representation models, the analysis adopts the FBS
approximation as a reference for the comparison between models. A set of aspects is used to describe
each representation model, such as semantics, syntax and relationships between the levels of
abstraction. The semantics criterion describes the characteristics of each level of abstraction. From the
computational point of view, these characters express the attributes of each level. Syntax describes
how each attribute can be represented in a computer program so that it can be easily defined, retrieved,
edited and manipulated by a designer or a computer program in specific design situations.
Relationships indicate the links between the knowledge in a database and show the procedure to be
adopted during the synthesis.
The analysis presented here considers the following codifications for the syntax: in natural language,
in mathematical form or direct referent. Natural language is simple and promotes interaction with the
user. In contrast, however, it is ambiguous and lacks precision in its interpretation. The verb +
complement scheme is the commonest form presented by most functional approaches. The
mathematical form solves part of the language problems. Its format is precise but complex for the user
to understand. It always presents the common form of numeric values of constants, variables, ranges
or parametric equations. And direct reference represents a restrictive connection of knowledge inside a
database.
The models by Williams [15], Chakrabarti [16,17] and Zhang [18] introduce three levels of FBS
abstraction. Two other models proposed by Kota [19] and Deng [13] introduce only two levels of
function and behaviour. For most of these models, the relationships are restrictive, linear (from the
more abstract to the more physical levels) and rigid.
On referring to the models that consider the FBS levels, Williams describes the functions in terms of
dynamic movement and the flow of systems. For both cases, the function considers the system as
having a single input and single output (SISO) and the mathematical form predominates on every level
of abstraction. The behavioural level of his model encapsulates the structural elements. Based on this
encapsulated structure, the model adopts the relationship form F → BS . The functional level in the
Chakrabarti model also represents the SISO system. As regards its syntax, this functional level uses
both natural language and the mathematical form, which is also used by the other levels of abstraction.
Due to the clear-cut division of the levels, the relationships occur under the form F → B → S . The
function of Zhang’s model considers the designer’s intention by means of natural language and the
behavioural level encapsulates the structures. The syntax of the behavioural level considers both
natural language and the mathematical form at the same time. The structural level lacks a clear
description. The relationships between the levels occur in the form F → BS .
As far as the models that consider the FB levels are concerned, Kota uses the mathematical form for
both the function and behaviour levels. The model by Deng considers natural language and the
mathematical form for both the functional and behavioural levels. Unlike other models, Deng proposes
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a functional level with two focuses, i.e. intentions and operations. Both Kota’s and Deng’s models
adopt the relationships in the form F → B .
1.3 Problems detected
Based on the previous study, Deng's model was considered to be the one that was best suited to
representing functions with two focuses and behaviour with more precision. The objective of the main
study is to adapt this model to a more flexible synthesis scheme. To accomplish this goal, the proposed
model will have to solve the following problems: difficulty to adapt the model to a synthesis process
focused on the user, difficulty to maintain the interaction between the user and the information,
restriction to explore the knowledge that has been stored, restriction on the domain of the knowledge
represented, and difficulty to reuse the knowledge from past projects.
To solve them, this article introduces a representation scheme that considers improvements to facilitate
designers’ intervention during the synthesis cycles, to return to higher levels of abstraction in the
design process and thus improve the design solution, and to provide better control over the process of
generating alternatives.
2
PROPOSED MODEL
The FBS scheme outlined above allows certain information to be represented for the synthesis.
Although it presents a wide approach, its scheme lacks precision and it cannot be adapted easily to
more flexible reasoning models. Nonetheless, we propose a knowledge representation model to
improve the flexibility of the exploration during the synthesis. The following sub-section describes the
levels of abstraction that go to make up our scheme. Next, the second sub-section shows how the
model uses relationships to connect the levels of abstraction in a more flexible manner.
2.1 Levels of abstraction
The proposed model is based on the levels of abstraction defined by Deng: called purpose function,
describes the designer’s intention; the second level, called action function, abstracts the desired
behaviours; the third level, called behaviour, abstracts the physical states of a component; the fourth
level, called structure, abstracts the geometry of a physical component or mechanism; and the
environmental input, which describes the external flows that affect the execution of the product. Based
on these levels, several attributes and relations between them are defined in order to allow for a more
flexible use.
2.1.1 Functional level

To facilitate interaction between the user and knowledge during synthesis, the model suggests the
reasoning process start with a description of the problem, which can be expressed by means of the
designer’s intentions or the product activity. For this reason, the level of function presents two
focuses: the designer’s intention, called the purpose function ( f i ), and the operation of the product,
called the action function ( a j ). This distinction between these two functions is necessary and
important. First, the purpose function is a higher level of design abstraction and, as such, it makes it
possible to choose from a wider range of design solutions. With carefully elaborated functional
vocabulary, this function may be used to enable wider and more flexible design synthesis to take
place. On the other hand, the action function is focused on a specific design where the behaviour of an
artefact is related to certain actions. This kind of function has a more direct relation with physical
principles which may be used to seek a more specific design solution.
The purpose function is the most abstractive level of those that describe the intention of the designer
or the objectives of a design. Its semantics consider only one attribute with the same name (purpose
function). Its syntax uses natural language in the form of verb + complement. For the verb attribute,
we should use the second class of verbs introduced by Hirtz [20]. This contribution of the
representation model allows the user to define the intention of the product and to avoid ambiguity.
Table 1 shows the semantics, syntax and an example of this kind of function.
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Table 1 – Semantics of the purpose function level and an example of applying this
scheme

Semantics
Purpose function (natural language)

Example
“regulate occupied volume”

The action function ( a j ) abstracts the behaviour of the product and it is operation-oriented. Based on
this level, designers can guarantee the achievement of an intention. Its semantics consist of the
following attributes:
• Description: this attribute describes the objectives of the function.
• Driving input and functional output: flows of input and output that affect the performance of the
product, mechanisms or components. Unexpected flows are not yet considered at this level.
• Initial and ending states: effects expressed during the operation of the components.
• Purpose functions: List of functions that can be met by the action function.
In its syntax, this level considers both natural language and mathematical representation forms. When
natural language is used to indicate a flow, the attribute uses the verb + complement form. To avoid
ambiguity, as in the case of the purpose function, the driving input and functional output should use
verbs of the third class according to Hirtz’s classification [20]. This representation scheme proposes
two contributions: the integration of flows, i.e. object (material, energy or signal) and action
(movement), and the dependence relationship between an output flow and the final state. For this
reason, an output flow represents a consequence of an indicated final state. Table 2 describes the
semantics and an example of the current level of abstraction.
Table 2 – Semantics of the action function level and an example of the action function
with this scheme

Semantics
Description
Purpose functions
Input-output flow:
- Driving input
- Functional output

Example
To regulate or reduce the volume of a component to its minimum
value
Regulate volume
Driving input: Actuate after twisting movement or Stabilise weight
Functional output: Change dimension of the component

2.1.2 Behaviour level

Behaviour ( bk ) is the level of abstraction that describes the intermediate states of a component or
physical mechanisms by means of the input and output flows. In this approach, the states can be the
internal states of a component, the internal interaction between two or more components, or the
interaction between a component and its surroundings. Because it focuses on the physical element, this
abstraction presents more precise information. To make this information readable by the user, the level
includes attributes to describe the objectives of the behaviour in a language that is more familiar to the
user.
From the computational point of view, the level of behaviour is similar to the action function. But
there are differences in some characteristics, e.g. it considers the unexpected or harmful flows of the
system, describes the intermediate states of a physical component and describes precise values for the
flows and states. Due to the specific character of the states, the user can identify all the intermediate
states and organise them in chains or networks. This network representation scheme contributes to
allow the user to describe variations in the way the product behaves [21].
The semantics of the behavioural level presents the following attributes:
• Description: similar to the description of the action function.
• Driving input and functional output: flow of an object (material, energy or signal) or an action
that affects the operation of the system.
• Harmful input and side-effects: flows of an object (material, energy or signal) or an action that
hinders the correct operation of the product. Harmful input and side-effects are considered to
be unexpected flows for the system.
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•

States: besides the normal initial and ending states, the current attribute can take into account
intermediate states and more than one final state. This attribute can be organised into networks
of chains of states.
• Action functions: list of action functions met by the behaviour element.
• Purpose functions: list of purpose functions attended to by the behaviour.
The syntax of the behavioural level generally uses both a mathematical form and natural language in
its attributes except for the description and purpose functions, which use only natural language. This
mathematical form considers constants, ranges or parametric functions as common formats with which
to express the precise numeric values.
During synthesis, behaviours can be organised in the form of chains or networks to generate variations
of a unique design alternative.
This level of abstraction represents behaviour by means of chains or networks of states. The result of
these states defines variations in the output of object flow and action flow. Table 3 describes the
semantics and an example of a behavioural element.
Table 3 – The semantics of the behavioural level and an example of behaviour with this
scheme

Semantics
Description
Driving input (expected input)
Functional output (expected output)
Harmful input (unexpected input)
Side effect (unexpected output)
Initial and ending states (chain or
network)

Example
To support a vertically distributed load or which acts on a
certain point on a smooth surface
Weight: 100 kg *
Unit: kg
Range: 0-100
Normal force perpendicular to the surface
Weight equal to or greater than 100 kg
Break-up of structure

* These natural language values are just for demonstration purposes.
2.1.3 Structure level

Structure ( s l ) is the least abstract level and describes the geometry of a physical component or
mechanism. Based on this level, the user can get a formal idea of the solution from the model. During
the synthesis process, this level can consider a parametric model of the component to be adapted to the
designer’s needs. With this parametric model, the user receives a visual preview of the component or
the mechanism formed during the synthesis. It is accepted in this research work that this parametric
model would provide the basis for future extensions of the representation model. By means of this
extension the user will be able to consider the surfaces of contact, which allow the shape of the
product to be optimised. In its semantics, the current level presents the following attributes:
• Description: Attribute that gives a literal description of the component or mechanism.
• Purpose functions: List of functions that can be executed by the structure.
• Action function: List of action functions that can be met by the structure.
• Behaviours: List of behaviours performed by the structure.
• Geometric definition: Geometric representation of the physical element.
o Solid geometry: Parametric abstraction of the geometry of the component. A
parametric model can be encapsulated to make a preview of the geometry.
o List of surfaces of contact:
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ID: Identification code of the surface.
Surface type: Type of surface that allows the contact, e.g. plane, cylinder,
concave surface, convex surface, etc. [22].
 Degree of freedom (DOF): degree of freedom between the two surfaces [23].
 Compatible surfaces: Surfaces that participate in the composition of the
product.
In its syntax, the structure level allows for the use of three types of codification: natural language, a
mathematical form and direct reference between elements. Similar to the behavioural level, the
mathematical form is used in every sub-attribute of the geometric definition and direct reference is
used in the lists of action functions and behaviours.
2.1.4 Environmental input level

Environmental inputs are the external elements that may be needed to perform a particular behaviour.
By means of this level, the user can describe these external elements and control the solution space. To
guide the synthesis process, the model connects the environmental level to both the action function
and behaviour levels. These connections occur when the external elements fulfil the requested inputs
that affect the functionality of the system. Through this method, the model allows chains and networks
of action functions and behaviours to be controlled during the generation of alternatives.
From the computational point of view, the environment level controls synthesis. During reasoning, the
model starts the exploration with action functions and behaviours in order to implement the intentions.
Certain action functions and behaviours are given priority if their required inputs match the
environmental inputs of the system.
To connect the two levels of action function and behaviour, the environment also considers two levels
of representation: one with more precise information to connect with the behavioural level and another
with less accurate information to connect with the action function level.
For the action function level, the semantics of the environment considers the attributes of description,
type of flow and its values (unique or range). For the behaviour level, the semantics inherit the same
attributes but specify the precision of these values. Each specialisation depends on the type of flow,
e.g. action, material, energy or signal.
2.2 Relationships
To represent a product bearing in mind its intentions, behaviours and physical abstraction, the model
stores the necessary data and relates them in a logical sequence. Without them, the result can be an
incomplete solution, misuse of the available computational resources or problems in the synthesis of
the solution. To better guide synthesis and make better use of the available resources, this
representation scheme has to consider relationships that link the stored information in a flexible
manner. This representation scheme extends Deng’s assumptions and allows the user to participate on
an intensive basis during the synthesis, as well as increasing the flexibility of the exploration process.
With these relationships, the user can abstract from complex problems and encounter no restrictions to
start the synthesis from any level of abstraction.
This section shows the relationships available at each level of abstraction. Each relationship presents
its attributes of connection and benefits. Figure 1 presents the logical sequence of exploration by
means of the connections that are available. The bold arrows indicate the contributions of the current
representation scheme.
2.2.1 Relationships on the purpose function level

Before starting the reasoning process, the user has to describe the design problem. The model outlined
here suggests starting the activity with the following information: intentions of the product and flows
of the environment. We have to take into account that this procedure cannot be considered a rule.
Rather, it gives the freedom to select a suitable level of abstraction to describe the design problem.
After the initial definition, the user can explore the knowledge of the three subsequent levels,
according to the search sequence that is defined. This search can be carried out based on two methods:
one automatic, without the intervention of the user, and other guided by the user. In the automatic
process, the model looks for action functions that attend to the intentions. If no action function is
found, the model extends this search to the next level of behaviour and subsequently to the structure
level. If the search process cannot match this intention, the function is considered to be complex and
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subsequently has to be sub-divided into simple intentions. To connect two purpose functions, the
model uses natural language, based on the verb + complement format. This kind of relationship is
similar to the Behavioural and Functional decomposition proposed by Zhang [18]. According to this
author, combining both methods can prevent the design problem from being broken down too finely,
thus avoiding combinatorial explosion during the behavioural configuration. This usually results in a
more compact and less costly design.

Figure 1 - Overview of the representation scheme and relationships available to connect
the levels of abstraction
2.2.2 Relationships on the action function level

When the model finds an action function, the user is prompted to provide the driving input port with
an available environmental input. Should the process fail to find the requested flow, the exploration of
action functions is activated to meet this requested input. Chains of action functions are formed until
they again find an environmental input to meet the inputs of the last combined action function. In this
example, an initial action function requires electric energy to generate rotation. As presented, the
initial step looks for an external element that can supply this energy input. If this kind of flow cannot
be matched by any available environmental input, the model explores other action functions to supply
energy. Action functions with energy output and input related to any available environmental input are
given higher priority in the selection. The result of this combination favours the formation of chains of
action functions to attend to their inputs with an available external flow.
If an external flow meets the last input in the functional chain, this chain is considered to be
completed, and subsequently the process combines behaviours or structures for each action function in
the chain. The connection between an action function and a behavioural element occurs in the
following situation: the input of the action function matches the input of the behaviour and the output
of the action function matches the output of the behaviour. This process is illustrated in Figure 2. If the
action function cannot be attended to by an equivalent behaviour, the synthesis forces networks or
chains of behaviours to form in order to equalise their inputs and outputs. Another contribution of the
current representation scheme is that it allows the user to create variations of the same alternative
based on this network of behaviours. In brief, the combination between the action functions and
behaviours allows the following combinations to occur:
• A behavioural element matches the input and output of an action function.
• A chain of behaviours is formed when the extreme inputs and outputs match the input and
output of an action function.
• Or a network of behaviours is formed to attend to the action functions. This combination
increases the number of alternatives by means of variations of the solution.
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If no available behaviour is found by the model, structures are combined. The connection between an
action function and a structure occurs only through a direct reference.

Figure 2 - Connection between an action function and a behaviour or between an action
function and two or more behaviours
2.2.3 Relationships on the behavioural level

The level of behaviour explores connections in the following order:
• Behaviour – environment
• Behaviour – behaviours
• Behaviour – action function – behaviours
• Behaviour – structures
The two initial explorations are similar to the relationships existing on the action function level. The
initial behaviour may form chains or networks of behaviours to match its required input with a flow of
the environmental input.
During the exploration, the model may find redundant searches of behaviour. To avoid this problem,
we propose a relationship that allows a return to more abstract levels, which thus enables an abstract
re-definition of a design problem to be obtained. As a contribution, this representation scheme allows
the user to return to this level of abstraction. This is achieved by means of the behaviour–action
function–behaviour relationship.
One of the processes that end the implementation of an intention is the relationship between behaviour
and structure. By means of this combination, the user may find the structures that present the expected
behaviours. These structures may be a unique component or a group of components that form a
mechanism. In this latter situation we have to consider that some kinds of behaviour exist due to the
interaction between two or more components, which are called mechanisms here.
3
CASE STUDY
In this section, we will study one design case to prove the efficiency of the proposed representation
scheme. In this case study, the functional design process will be explained. This case will describe the
implementation of an initial intention and define the possible solution variations that can be generated
during a synthesis process.
The resolution was divided into phases of knowledge capture and problem reasoning. The knowledge
captures stage involved including the previous knowledge and information incorporated during the
synthesis. The database of past knowledge consisted of items of furniture taken from a catalogue. This
information was decoded and distributed over the four levels of abstraction. The knowledge captured
during the synthesis included the designer knowledge gained from interaction with the model. Both
knowledge capture processes make it possible to store the information needed to form the knowledge
database. Based on this information, the designer could use knowledge from past projects to solve
routine design problems or to adapt them to new intentions or principles.
The experiment started with the intention “Support writing activity” and two external flows {“Human
force”, “Vertical load”}. This initial intention supported the creation of 14 distinct solutions.
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Figure 3 – Alternative generated for the design problem

After defining the intention and the external flows, the model did not present the knowledge needed to
implement the intention. Next, this complex function was sub-divided into two other sub-functions
{“Stabilise horizontal plan”, “Support structure”}. Subsequently, the model attends the sub-functions
with action function of input ports of “Vertical load”. Some of these action functions formed chains
with the set of action functions {“Distribute load”, “Stabilise horizontal plan”, “Transport load”,
“Secure structure”} to attend to their requested input with the available environmental inputs. Based
on the chains that were formed, some behavioural elements were explored and combined, and then
some structures were used to implement these behaviours.
Due to the flexibility of the model, an intention could be included and variations of the same
alternative could be generated. One variation incorporated the purpose sub-functions of “Regulate
height”. By means of this function, the solution could synthesize new mechanisms to raise or lower the
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system. This new functionality thus adapted the product to a new user need. Figure 5 illustrates the
new alternative that was generated.

Figure 4 - Variation of the alternative for the same design problem.
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4.
CONCLUSIONS
This research work proposes a procedure for exploring and synthesizing a model based on the FBS
framework and shows its application to a design case. The proposed model satisfies the following
objectives:
• The user can go back to higher levels of abstraction in order to abstract the design problem
and to create variations of the same design alternatives. With this method, the model adopts
either a top-down or a bottom-up exploration.
• The user can start the design problem from any level of abstraction. As suggested by the
model, the user can describe the problem by means of the intentions of the product and, if
necessary, the problem may be described by means of an action function, behaviour or
structure. With this method, the model has no restrictions to start reasoning and allows the
user to tackle the problem with predefined behaviours or structures.
• The user controls the granularity of the alternative by means of the environmental input level.
The proposed representation scheme takes into account the external flows in order to control
the divergence of the design space during synthesis.
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